
Kondor Blue 4x5 Matte Box System
ProdCode: KONMB
Matte Box - Base Kit
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Features

The KB LMB Base Kit can hold a single 4x5 filter in the front-loaded filter holder.
Every component is made from premium materials and finishes for durability and
rigidity. 

Matte Box - Base Kit
All components are fully configurable from the Base to Ultimate Kits
Holds 1-4 4x5.65” Filters (2-4mm thick) in standard sized Filter Trays for cross-
compatibility
ARRI-style LMB 4-post mounting system
95mm Clamp-on Lens Adapter included (other interchangeable clamp-on lens
adapters and Threaded Lens Adapters/Compression
Rings available separately)
Loaded with quality-of-life design elements such as Magnetic Filter Tags for
filter markings, safety snake loop,
anti-twist mounts, captive-toolless hardware, etc.
Premium carbon top flag that magnetically nests inside the hood for storing
Compatible with KONDOR Blue’s entire 4x5 Matte Box System accessory
ecosystem as well as much of the ARRI LMB
Backed by KONDOR Blue’s legendary lifetime warranty
Weight: 510g/18.0 oz
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https://resource.holdan.co.uk/Kondor Blue/HiRes/Kondor-Blue_KB_MB_print.zip


Dimensions: 188mm x 154mm x 45mm (W x T x D)
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The KONDOR Blue 4x5 Matte Box System represents the next generation of what a
matte box should be expected to do. It can scale up or down to fit any creator’s
needs and project requirements.  

By beginning with the pro-level standard of the ARRI LMB, we matched their 4-post
mounting standard but made the system even more adaptable to various stages and
mounting plates. From there, we implemented critical safety features such as pivoting
filter catches, a safety snake loop, and a magnetically nesting carbon top flag. We
then added quality-of-life features such as line bubble level, top flag tension and tilt
controls, and knurled knobs for easy adjustment with the comfort of integrated o-rings.
All adjustment knobs are captively contained for peace of mind and ease of use. 

The KONDOR Blue MBS holds up to 4 4x5.65” (2-4mm thick) filters. From the
Ulitmate to the Base Kit and any combo in between, the KB MBS can also be
configured to any level of production, budget, or shooting style. This level of
adaptability within this price point is unprecedented. Made from premium materials
throughout, the KONDOR Blue 4x5 Matte Box System is in a league of its own. 
In the box:

95mm Clamp-on Lens Adapter direct mounted to Small KB MBS Hood
Magnetic Carbon Top Flag with bubble level
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